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Foreword

LAUNCH of STAN TUG 2208’S

by frank rebel – managing director

by Wayne Farmer

Damen Shipyards Cape Town has started the year in a buoyant
mood, for we have a very healthy order book, thanks to a varied
portfolio mix of both stock and pre-sold vessels.
Besides the successful delivery of a Multi Cat 1908 to a client in
Angola and the subsequent building of a second and third
identical vessel, we have commenced with the building of a
seventh Stan Tug 2208. The Fisheries Research Vessel 2808 for
Angola has entered its final construction phase and we have
launched our very first Cutter Suction Dredger 500, the second
of which follows within a few months. And most recently, we
have commenced with the production of the first of two 50m
Axe-Bow Fast Crew Suppliers. We are grateful for having been
given the opportunity to build these state-of-the-art vessels, for
they shall be a sight indeed in our Cape waters!
But surely the most interesting news is the fact that, for the first
time since 2008, we will again be building vessels for South African
customers. DSCT has namely been awarded a tender for the
building of a Stan Tug 2006 and a 27m pilot boat for Transnet in
the Port of Saldanha.
Parallel to our ship newbuilding programme, the newly established
DSCT Repairs & Services department is doing very well, having
been successful in securing a number of Services orders, which
our own Repairs & Services Manager, Gary Atkins, will elaborate
on further in this issue.
Meanwhile our investment program, financed by the Damen
Shipyards Group, is proceeding at Full Speed Ahead. The building
of a multi-purpose shed, including new offices, at the Elliot Basin
has commenced, with delivery & hand-over scheduled for
December this year. The revamp of Shed 3 is also in full swing,
and I am convinced that the productivity of the shipyard will move
into higher gear once these infrastructure works have been
completed.
All of this means that we are able to generate more jobs at DSCT,
and besides the steady increase of personnel intake, the second
group of apprentices is almost ready to commence working in

On 22 March 2012, DSCT executed its first double launch with the
aid of our preferred subcontracted transport company ALE. The
two vessels launched were yard numbers 509652 and 509656.
These are two stock Stan Tug 2208’s and both were tied up
alongside by 15h00 the same day, this included the 4km journey
for both vessels to the synchrolift, the cradle swap over to the
synchrolift’s cradles and modification there too, to enable the
short move from the park area to the actual lift, and with each
vessel requiring its own separate cradle, and swap, this was no
easy task!
The rigging crew, boilermakers and welders worked efficiently
together and made the job look easy.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the other staff
members involved in organizing and executing the launch,
because without them it would also not have run as smoothly
as it did.
Thank You and well done !!

Production and in so doing, making it possible to take on the
next group of apprentices in May/June. Incidentally, of the first
group of apprentices, the first candidates will be undergoing their
Trade Test in the latter half of this year.
Our second DSCT Open Day was held on 16 April, a day whereby
Damen personnel had an opportunity to show family & friends
what the marine industry, and Damen's contribution to it, is all
about. Fun was had by all, and it looks like this will become a
recurring yearly event!
I hope you enjoy the articles we have compiled for you, and wish
you all a pleasant long weekend!

launch
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employee of the quarter
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André Morkel is a very hard worker, dedicated to getting the
job done within prescribed time. He is always willing to step up
the plate and go the extra mile. He is an asset to the DSCT
electrical department whose work is of the highest standards
and he sets a good example to those around him. Well done
Andre. We are proud of you, keep up the good work.

▲ Left to right: Craig February, Elvis Mgodeni, Voughin Duminy, Lukas Joko and Wiseman Masoka

DSCT “IT” VISITS HEAD OFFICE

YN 518521 ‘CHICALA’

by Kurt Ewers

by Craig Trethewey

On the morning of 23 January 2012 the Damen Multi Cat 1908
‘Chicala’ set sail for Luanda, Angola. Simon Baer (Master), Chris
Rose (First mate), Malcolm Lourens (Chief Engineer), and Daryl
Ormond (DSCT Electrical), made up the crew compliment for
the delivery.
The scheduled delivery period for the voyage was 12 days sailing,
which would include an overnight stop in Walvis Bay. However,
due to near perfect weather conditions and no mechanical

incidents, the vessel arrive 3 days earlier, much to the delight of
the new owners (and crew).
The bridge was fitted with a temporary auto pilot, which was
removed on arrival in Luanda, and brought back to DSCT.
In between engine room and bridge watch shifts, the crew had
time to throw the odd fishing line astern, which resulted in a few
catches and fresh fish for dinner.
Well done to the crew on another successful DSCT delivery.

In January this year, I had the privilege of visiting our head office
in Gorinchem, Holland.
It was one of the more colder winter seasons, with a daily average
temperature of around -2 degrees Celsius…, and the coldest
while I was there was a bone-chilling -17 degrees Celsius!
The Damen Office Block is huge with 3 office blocks and another
one currently under construction. The sheds where the boats are
finished are enormous with enough space to fit in a Sea Axe plus
a few other boats too!
Besides meeting all the people of the ICT department, with whom
I will be dealing with on a regular basis… my aim was to learn from
the ICT Department… to see what they do, and how they do
things… to gain knowledge from them and implement what I have
learnt here at our branch.
The ICT Department consists of about 30 staff members, who
see to all the ICT needs of all the administrative staff at Damen
Gorinchem, which is around 850 people… and more people
starting every month!
Another aim which was achieved, was a vision of team-work…
to all work together and bring ICT of all branches of Damen closer
together… like a family-run business…
The trip was, in my opinion, a great success. It made me feel
like part of a Global ICT Team!

delivery voyage to luanda, angola
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visit to holland
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▲ Damen Multi Cat 1908 ‘Chicala’

▲ The Delivery Crew left to right: Simon Baer, Daryl Ormond, Chris Rose and
Malcolm Lourens

Technical Department

PRODUCTION HALL 3

dsct Starts up the repair &
Services Department

by Mark Runtzler

by Paul Horsford

by Gary Atkins

Last year posed a very challenging year for the
Technical Department due in part to a number of staff
and equipment changes. Our stalwart and leader, Sam
Percy, retired and I was promoted to fill his large shoes.
Our CNC machine across the road was sold and this
meant subcontracting of all our steel cutting. In order to
curb longer lead times, more planning and preparation
needed to be made further in advance. This, of course,
was learnt the hard way!
A young and fairly inexperienced team has so far been
united to: interpret Specifications and Job Books;
decipher Build Strategies and Planning Schedules; read
Drawings, Profile sketches and Isometrics; translate all
CNC cutting information right up to the point of
delivery of cut steel parts, and then to transform the
results into quantities for the Purchasing department
and Job Cards for in house Production and
Subcontractors. When dealing with four or five projects,
things can be a little hairy at times.

With the Eastern end leaf doors now having made way for
the new fixed gable and sliding door arrangement and the
10mtr extension to the Western end ready to accept a pair
of matching sliding doors to those in operation at hall No.2,
DSCT is well underway with its planned improvements and
extensions to hall No.3. With light sheets having been
introduced to the Northern and Southern side walls as well
as the roof bays we can see a marked improvement in the
natural working light within the hall, which we anticipate will
result in a cost saving in the long term.

Damen Repairs & Services is a new development at our shipyard
in Cape Town and we offer a wide -ranging portfolio of customer
support services, covering the complete vessel’s lifecycle; from
start-up, through deployment to lifetime extension. We help our
customers achieve their goals in terms of uptime, reliability and
lifecycle costs. By working closely with the customers, Damen
Repair & Services are able to develop and improve its portfolio
to meet any specific requirements.
Our facilities in Cape Town employ a highly efficient team that
can provide reliable and responsible delivery of project Service
requirements. These Services are able to meet the extreme
conditions of turnaround for the marine industry whilst not
compromising service and product quality.
Based on your business our most common programs are:
1	Inspection agreement, for customers wanting continuous
insight into the condition of their vessel’s main systems.
2 Train & Maintain, for customers looking to improve their
maintenance execution.
3 Spare parts and marine equipment, One stop shop, for
customers looking to increase supply chain efficiency. The right
spare parts on time at the desired location.
Damen Repair and Services Cape Town are in the process of caring
out their first ship repair on the Vigilant which is a Shoalbuster 3009.

The internal re-organization has resulted in the need to
demolish smaller structures within the hall, the re-routing of
cable supplies to distribution boards, modifications and
extensions to compressed air ring mains and the widening
of inter-leading entrance and exit doors to the adjacent halls
to accommodate the arterial transport system. The new
internal layout will see the introduction of multiple profile
storage racks, both static and mobile, pre and post weld sub
assembly plate storage racks, fabrication platforms and beds
for sub-panel and small steelworks assembly, a processing
line for cutting and bending of profiles, a demarcated area
for small CNC plate cutting serviced by an over head boom
hoist, and not to mention a cropping and punching process
line.
Plant improvements will include the introduction of the
recently procured 6 Ton rail transport carts, the 4 in one
cropping and punching machine and the new CNC plate
rollers with pre-bend function.

dsct yard developments

▲ Our Service Engineers: Brian Kloke, John van Spanje and Gary Atkins

The work being carried out is an annual survey which includes
pulling the propellers and shafts, checking shaft bearing tolerances
as well as repairing and balancing the propellers, replacing
damaged hull plates, replacing tyre fenders and chains, cleaning
and painting the vessel. We also plan on fitting new A30 insulation
in the exhaust and fan trunking and fitting a new hydraulic chain
stopper complete with controls and emergency release and
hydraulics into the aft deck as well as caring out general repairs
to various equipment on board.
We are excited about the first project and hope to set the standard
for many more future jobs for our Department.

▲ Repair of the ‘Vigilant’

▲ D
 rawing Office staff members:(left to right) Clifford Moore,
Mark Runtzler, Galito Jappie, Fabian Hartnick and Sean Turner.
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For example, during the course of the FRV 2808 project,
over twenty two thousand files were received in way of
production drawings, piping drawings, profile sketches,
CNC files and revisions thereto. Above this, more than
one thousand CNC files were created here at DSCT for
small steelworks, Jigs and Frames. So yes, we are busy!
I feel that we are rising to the challenges before us.
The key to the success of our department will be in
consistency in process and procedure and this has been
my primary goal so far. The next step is to formalize the
department structure and document our processes.

Safety report
by RICARDO DANIELS

With the increase of production, safety has become a real
challenge at DSCT and we have adopted a zero tolerance policy
in alcohol and drug abuse by means of continuous testing which
is being done randomly on employees to ensure a safe working
environment. DCST has had no life threatening incidents and
minor injury is always under scrutiny to ensure that we control
our loss time in I.O.D’s.
DSCT management wants to congratulate newly appointed
safety reps Qasim Jakoet (left), Renaldo Pasqualli (right) and
Fire Fighters Jody Paulse and Daryl Ormond who underwent
training to ensure that all employees are competent and are able
to upgrade skills in various working areas.
Recently Ricardo Daniels qualified as Facilitator & Workshop
Assessor registered with MERSETA who will be assisting workshop
production in training employees to operate cranes and other
machinery.
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CSD500 assembly & Launch at DSCT
by Paul Horsford

The early morning of Thursday 23 February saw ALE Heavy lift
load and depart to the Syncro-lift with the first of two STu2208
scheduled for launching in wk8 , with transportation of both
vessels completed by mid-afternoon, ALE were positioning to
place their SPMT’s under the CDS’s main pontoon in Production
hall 5, in preparation to transport to DSCT’s South East Quay
which would conclude the final move for the day and initiate
the first phase of the CSD assembly and launch program
planned for wk11.
With the arrival on Monday 12 March of DDE’s technical
consultant tasked with assisting DSCT with the “in the water
assembly procedure”, the 250 Tonne mobile crane on site by
mid afternoon with the 100 tonne due to arrive at 07h00 the
following morning along with the rigging and lifting
equipment, all involved were ready and confident to make an
early start Tuesday morning, or so we thought, by 12h30 the
following day all attempts to lift and place the 73 Tonne Main
pontoon were suspended due to excessive wind speeds.
Wednesday morning presented somewhat calmer conditions
and the Main, Port and Starboard aft pontoons were coupled
and bolted together in a matter of hours, the Port fwd pontoon
was being eased into the correct position when we were
suddenly alerted to a problem by the crane operator, water
was gushing from beneath the left side outrigger base plate,
which was slowly sinking into the hole created by the escaping
water, with minutes to spare the pontoon was coupled and
released relieving the load on the mobile crane and allowing
the crane operator to take the necessary actions. After closing
the supply to the fractured water main and repositioning of
the mobile crane the Starboard fwd pontoon was placed and
coupled, followed by the Cutter Ladder, Gantry, operators
cabin and spud poles, all that was now left to do was to take
some aerial shots of the assembled CSD from the man cage
lifted and rotated around the vessel by the mobile crane.
Wk16 will see the arrival of the DDE commissioning Engineers
and commencement of operating trials and commissioning
with DSCT’s Services Department.

dstc news
APPRENTICE NEWS
by Dederick Ross
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▼

▲

Our first year apprentices have been with Damen
for 8 months and will be leaving the training centre
for workshop experience very soon while the
second years will start preparing for their trade
tests by the end of 2012. Here are some of the first
years posing on a aluminium gangway and life
buoy boxes that was manufactured by them.
Two of our carpenter apprentices have also
completed level 2 of their training at Furntech in
Paarden Eiland. Here they are posing with some
of their practical projects that they completed.
Left to right: Stephanie Juries, Nazir Thys, Nyameka Nogoba,
Charles Brown, Taariq Jacobs, Donovan Booysen.
Ralton Aysley (left) and Nkosiphendule Ntoyakhe.

14 april 2012
DSCT ANNUAL OPEN DAY
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by Nick Penstone

What a day! Our second annual Open Day started out on
a cold and windy morning which resulted in some quick
visits to the vessels under construction, a run out to the
tugs in the water which was a must for the children and
the adults with inquisitive minds, and then a whole lot
of socializing thereafter. It was a day for hot coffee and
snacks rather than being out in the cold, but this
achieved an objective in that we were able to meet with
families and interact on a personal basis.
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Roger haman

NEW APPOINTMENT

by Nick Penstone.

Roger has decided to call it a day after
21 years with Far Ocean Marine and
Damen Shipyards Cape Town. An institution
in the business Roger started working at
the age of 16 out of necessity when his
father died suddenly. His first job at the
old TEJ clothing factory formed his work
ethic which he has maintained to date:
“you have to work for your money” He
soon managed to get an apprenticeship
and moved on to the Platinum mines on
qualifying.
Some other moves to Upington, Springbok
and De Aar on contracts gave him an
appreciation of South African conditions
but he longed for the Cape and his family.
He managed to get employment assisting
in the refurbishment of a Spanish trawler
which had burnt out and this led to a job
on the infamous ‘Lily Rose’ which was later

purchased by the Stander gang as a place
to hide their ill gotten loot. An overseas
trip followed as a reward for good work
done and on return he was approached
by Fred Farmer to join Far Ocean.
Roger is married with two sons, one an
Events Manager and the second
completing his Electrical Engineers ticket
with ESCOM. We wish him many happy
years of retirement with his family.

DSCT welcomes Alf Tinker as a Project
Manager. Alf comes to Damen with a
significant background in Ship Building in
Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, the
UK and South Africa. We are sure his
experience will assist us in achieving our
goals as being a big player in the African
shipbuilding industry. Among his other
attributes he is a Graduate Member of the
Royal Institute of Naval Architects.

Q
QUIZ

Who is the man on the left and
what race did he come to Cape
Town to do and in what time?

Damen shipyards cape town
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